THE GREATER MANCHESTER

FRINGE
1st - 31st JULY

greatermanchesterfringe.co.uk

Welcome to the 6th ever
Greater Manchester Fringe,
our biggest Fringe yet!
Have a good root through it and pick out a few
things. Someone you know in a play, someone you
don’t know in a play, something that you think sounds
good and also pick the one that sounds the most
nuts, that’s what it’s all about.
Just remember what with the threat of nuclear war
hanging over us... Donald Trump... Brexit... North
Korea... Famine... antibiotics not working anymore...
And did you know that most rats still carry the virus
for The Bubonic Plague?
What I’m saying is, we might not all be here next year,
or if we are here we might only be allowed to eat fish
and chips and eat granny smiths apples. Not even
Golden Delicious, because they’re French. So switch off
your phone and stop panicking and go and see some
fringe instead, it’ll really take your mind off everything.
Seriously though, with all this shit going on it’s more
important than ever to get out and see some art.
Good people doing good stuff off their own backs.
See you there.
Zena Lisa Debbie Iain xxxx
With BIG thanks to Mike Heath, Chris Limb, Jamie
Ward, Shay Rowan, Elspeth Moore, all our brilliant
Venue Managers and Wine...

Proud sponsors of the
Greater Manchester Fringe Festival
www.writeforthestage.co.uk

Trolley Girls

Kings Arms: Theatre

Attention all shoppers! Make your way down to The Museum of Comedy to see best friends in the
whole wide world EVER in this show stopping coming of age story. Who’d have thought you’d bump
into Bonnie Tyler, Adele or H from Steps whilst doing your Friday big shop?! Best of all, you can swig
it back with a bottle of Lambrini and fall face first into a reduced packet of wafer thin ham along the
way. So grab your bag for life as we take you on a double date dancing down the whoopsie aisle!
Champion.
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30 July: 9.00pm
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£8
theatre

Manchestour

Manchestour: Manchester Running Tour
There are so many things we walk past every day and take no notice of and other things we don’t
even know are there. Manchestour is a chance to learn more about the history and culture of the city
that surrounds us in a way that is fun and active.

Lincoln Statue

1, 2, 15, 16 July:
9.00am
free
spoken word

Free to take part but a donation to our chosen charity is welcome. Booking via our website is required.

From Heaven to Hell

From Heaven to Hell
From Heaven to Hell is a touching love story following the joys
and struggles of a romance during the First World War. The
play also depicts a fictional account of a group of friends from
Salford,as they enlist and then serve for the Salford Pals at the
Battle of the Somme.
The story contrasts life at the front and experiences in the 1916
Battle of the Somme with the women left behind in Salford.
The Story not only focuses on the men fighting, but on the
relationships between them and the women left behind and the
women’s viewpoints and struggles as they adjust to life without
their partners.
The play is based on true events and is dedicated to the 24
officers and 650 men from the 1st Salford Pals who fought at
the battle of the Somme. Within 30 minutes 21 officers and 449
men became casualties.
A percentage of all tickets sales will be donated to the British
Legion charity.

Salford Arts Theatre

1, 2, 3 July: 7.30pm
£8.00
theatre

WMD Comedy

WMD Makes Everything Better
“WMD Makes Everything Better” is a sketch show based around the concept of encountering
ridiculous and surreal situations and combatting them with relentless logic.
This show combines elements of stand-up, theatre, music and film to deliver sketches that are both
uniquely funny and memorably visual.
CSzUK

Let’s See What Happens?
Stand Up and Improv collide as our guest comedian shares true stories from their life based on YOUR
suggestions. A team of improvisers then make up scenes and sketches inspired by their stories.
Featuring players ComedySportz UK.

Kings Arms: Studio 1

1, 2, 3 July: 7.30pm
£5

(concs £4)

comedy

Kings Arms: Theatre

1 July: 7.30pm
£3
comedy

“The team have certainly earned their title of North-West’s top improvised comedy troupe” North West
End

John Pendal: How To Escape From Stuff
Before John became a comedian he spent ten years as an amateur escape artist.
Not the magic trick kind, where you know how you’re going to get out, but the “get tied up by anyone
and give it a go” kind.

LGBT Foundation

1 July: 8.00pm
free
comedy

His success rate was 5 out of 6. Here are some of the things he learned as a result.

Follow us on Twitter @GMFringe #GMFringe
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Quina Chapman

Kings Arms: Studio 1

Fan Girl

A light-hearted look at music and fandom, with stories from dedicated fans, original songs, poetry
and a little bit of science! Performed by Quina Chapman, winner of Best Newcomer 2015 (GM Fringe
Awards).

1, 2 July: 9.00pm
£5
theatre

”Quina is a natural storyteller.” (Fringe Review)
”Chapman has a lovely, strong voice and is an endearing presence.” (The Stage)
Sasha Ellen

Accidents Happen to Sasha Ellen
At the tender age of 3 Sasha Ellen accidentally killed a kitten... And she hasn’t stopped murdering
since. A stand-up show about mishaps, misunderstandings and general screw ups.

Kings Arms: The Vaults

1 July: 9.00pm
free
comedy

”Genuinely fresh” ★★★★ The Scotsman “Cheeky humour... upfront and witty” ★★★★ Broadway Baby
”Sasha Ellen is destined for great things” Washington Square News
Chapshtick Productions

Kings Arms: Theatre

Chapshtick

2 July: 2.30pm

Audacious and anarchic physical comedy and clowning from two loveable idiots who show us that
being a modern man is a seriously stupid business. Join these 21st century flâneurs as they wander
through the chaos of their absurd imaginations.

£5

(concs £4)

comedy

An hour of utter nonsense, it’s the show on everybody’s lips.
BAWLS OUT COMEDY

ABI ROBERTS: ANGLICHANKA

Kings Arms: Theatre

Millennial Falcons

Kings Arms: Theatre

2 July: 7.30pm
Anglichanka (Englishwoman in Russian) is an exhilarating comedy
£5 (concs £4)
show about living in the former USSR in the 90s and returning after
comedy
18 years as the first UK comic to perform comedy in English and
Russian. In this show, find out about gay rights and censorship
in modern Russia, studying opera and using outdoor loos in -20
temperatures and see how Russia has changed since the fall of the
Soviet Union. Discover what we need to know about a meerkat with nuclear weapons and the
country described as “a riddle wrapped in a mystery, inside an enigma”.
“True comedy genius” ★★★★★ — GQ “An incredible stand-up show” ★★★★★ — Ed Fest Mag
“Absolutely not to be missed” ★★★★★ — Ed Fringe Review
★★★★★ — The List ★★★★★ — Three Weeks Mag ★★★★★ — TV Bomb

Millennial Dollar Mans

2 July: 9.00pm
3 July: 7.30pm

Millennial Dollar Mans is the ill conceived concept from the former
1st Standish Cub Scout, Paul Worrall. The self proclaimed actor
£7 (concs £6)
(READ: Clinical Idiot) has been let loose on his own Fitzcarraldo, a
new writing
one act comedy show under the guise of “Millennial Dollar Mans.”
Short of paying you money to turn up, Millennial Dollar Mans offers
you everything you don’t want from a show. Long poorly conceived
ideas on life as a millennial, through a series of meandering half hearted sketches, egotistical
menace and morose musical numbers. This hour long show endeavours to hit you like a plank of
chipboard to the face. Millennial Dollar Mans will push the limits of comedy not in its funnies, but
in its severe limitations. Expect nothing, get, erm...

Lilaloka Productions / Scytheplays Ltd / Hat Hair Productions

The Faces At The Window: Looking at the Lesser
Postcodes

Kings Arms: Theatre

3 July: 9.00pm
4 July: 7.30pm

Like a drone hovering over Britain, The Faces At The Window zoom in from above to discover
the peculiar characters and strange goings-on lurking at even the most unassuming postcodes.
Manchester’s new comedy troupe and their accompanying band present the first of their acclaimed
sketch and music shows. “Worthy of Monty Python” — Manchester Salon
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£8

(concs £7)

comedy

Leoe & Hyde Ltd.

The Marriage of Kim K

53two

3, 4, 17 July: 7.00pm
10, 11 July: 9.30pm
15, 16 July: 4.00pm

What do Mozart and Kim Kardashian have in common? Kim’s 2011
marriage to NBA star Kris Humphries began with televized fairytale
wedding. It ended just 72 days later with a mysterious divorce filing.
£10 (concs £8)
This epic failure of love is just one of three failed marriages at the
musical
centre of this brisk, hilarious and vaultingly ambitious rewrite of
Mozart’s Marriage of Figaro.
Three squabbling couples. Three styles of music. One big problem, which will speak to anyone
following the events of 2017: how to love in a world of bitter differences? This bitingly satirical
romp through Mozart’s masterpiece, with a heartfelt reminder of the power of love in a divided
era. Combining pop, electronic and classical music, this is a musical for everyone.

Blind Eye Theatre

You, Me or Him.
As each generation becomes obsessed with monetary success and slips into deeper isolation, four
young theatre makers want to explore whether our society is the cause for the increase in male
suicides in the UK. Using words spoken by those truly affected from suicide, Blind Eye Theatre
presents the docudrama ‘You, Me or Him.’

Kings Arms: Studio 1

3 July: 9.00pm
4 July: 7.30pm
£8

(concs £5)

theatre

It’s time to talk.

Bleeding with Mother
Bleeding with Mother is a black comedy featuring a family gathered around their mum’s coffin on the
night before her funeral.
Regrets, unresolved family squabbles, nosey neighbours, sibling rivalry, henpecked husbands, a
treasure trove and even a séance feature in this kitchen sink play written by northern playwright Sarah
Cassidy.

53two

4, 5, 6 July: 7.00pm
£9

(concs £7)

theatre

BoxedIn Theatre

Alan Turing memorial,
Sackville gardens,

Bet you thought you’d have a nice Spring Break. You know, relax and all that. Only this morning, you
found your friend dead in the middle of the camp site. Well, there go your summer plans.

4-17 July: 7.00pm
free

WOOD

theatre

Following their 5 star revival of Shakespeare’s R + J, BoxedIn presents WOOD, a piece of semiimmersive, queer theatre about sex, friendship, and camping.
People Zoo Productions

The Horse Show
The Horse Show comes galloping back onto the Manchester Fringe scene with a vengeance.
A two-man sketch show that deals exclusively with the theme of all things equestrian. Join Evelyn
Roberts and Matt Holt for a “great night out... reminiscent of those hidden gems you stumble into at
1am at the Edinburgh Fringe” - NorthWest End
Big Liars

The B Word
Meet Dan. He inspects peoples bags,bodies and their lives.Now he needs to inspect his own.Take
a doughnut and join Dan on his tea break.Uncover his secret and get caught up in the life-changing
decision he must make in the time it takes to eat two chicken sandwiches and a pack of doughnuts.

Kings Arms: Theatre

4, 11 July: 9.00pm
£7.50

comedy

Kings Arms: Studio 1

4, 5, 6 July: 9.15pm
8 July: 2.30pm
£6.50
theatre

A playful late-night confessional set at Manchester Airport.
Scytheplays Ltd

The Dead, Live by Daniel Thackeray - preview
performance
Lawrence Dodds is a popular ‘psychic’ medium who knows he’s a fake, but the world of Spirit
may have some shocks in store for him when someone unexpected attends one of his live shows.
An unusual and eerie new drama from the writer of the acclaimed Together in Electric Dreams. A
discount-price preview show. “Intriguing... unique” - North West End

(concs £6)

Kings Arms: Theatre

5 July: 9.00pm
£5

(concs £4)

theatre

Find us on Instagram @GMFringe #GMFringe
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TWO EXTRAORDINARY PLAYS AT HOPE MILL JULY 2–9

The True History of
The Tragic Life and Triumphant Death of

JULIA PASTRANA
The Ugliest Woman in the World

GUARDIAN EVENING STANDARD TIME OUT

IN S
D
E
M K NES
R
O
F
P E R TE D A R
LE
P
M
CO

This revival of the original London production is in
Manchester for 9 performances only.

‘EnthrallIng... a truly original and deeply challenging production
that opens your eyes to the possibilities of theatre... a must see’
TIME OUT CRITIC’S CHOICE OF THE YEAR
This terrible, tender play tells the true story of a 19th Century South American
Indian who was sold by her family to the owner of a travelling freak show
where she was billed as "The Ugliest Woman In The World".
Not for those afraid of the dark.
There will be a daytime show on the Tue or Wed followed by a discussion
with the director and writer. If you would like to come please email
theatre@watershed.uk.com
Running time 1 hour 10 mins
Mon 3rd 8pm - £11 Tue 4th–Sun 9th 7.30pm - £12 Fri 7th & Sat 8th 5.30pm - £12

Watershed Productions in association
with Royal Exchange Theatre present

All I Want is One Night
An intoxicating new play with songs about
1930s gay cabaret sensation Suzy Solidor
In the heady atmosphere of 1930s Paris, Suzy Solidor thrilled
audiences with her performances of erotic lesbian songs. This
intimate show will transport you back to a night in her club at
the height of her career. During a whisky-fuelled evening, as
Suzy regales the audience with her most famous songs, past
and present collide: she encounters lovers, artists, her absent
father, and finally herself.

You can see and hear Jessica Walker sing a song from
the show via a link on Hope Mill’s show info page.
Rachel Austin and Jessica Walker as Suzy Solidor

After a sold-out debut at the Royal Exchange and a
London run, for 9 performances only:
Sun 2nd 8pm - £14 Tues 4th - Thur 6th 9pm - £15 Fri 7th, Sat 8th 9.15pm - £16 Sun 9th 9pm - £16
Sat 8th - Sun 9th 2.30pm - £14 The show lasts 1 hour 10 mins without an interval

‘A pure, bright mezzo-soprano of such melting beauty I think I could listen to it forever’
New York Times 2013 on Jessica Walker

Joint tickets for ALL I WANT IS ONE NIGHT and THE TRUE HISTORY OF…JULIA PASTRANA…
PERFORMED IN COMPLETE DARKNESS are available for Tues–Thur £24.50, Fri–Sun £26

www.hopemilltheatre.co.uk T: 0161 275 9141

Every Egg A Bird Theatre

Car Park King

53two

5, 6 July: 7.30pm

A play about one of the most controversial kings of England, Richard
£8 (concs £6)
III. Add a drop of Monty Python, a dash of Blackadder and a sprinkle
theatre
of Spike Milligan and you have a side-splitting, unmissable new
comedy Car Park King.
Go back in time and follow Richard as he is awoken from his car
park tomb and tries to stop a curse and protect his two nephews
from danger. Sound simple enough? Think again. From witches, human birds, flamboyant French
kings, no nonsense policemen, murderers, salesmen, lizards, 35 characters and three actors.
Richard”s journey won”t be easy but it WILL be entertaining.

Blue Masque

It Can’t Happen Here

Waterside Arts Centre

5 July: 7.30pm

This is a staged, script-in-hand reading of the theatrical adaptation of
£5 (concs £4)
Sinclair Lewis’ prescient novel, directed by Rhonwen McCormack for
theatre
Blue Masque.
In 1935, Lewis wrote a dystopian satire about a charismatic, populist
and power-hungry politician named Berzelius “Buzz” Windrip who
becomes President of the United States on a promise of prosperity
and traditional values, and then outlaws dissent, curtails women’s and minority rights, and rules
through corporatism. Similarities to the present day are entirely coincidental.
It has been adapted for stage in both 1936 and 2016, and the Berkeley Repertory Theater
adaptation by Tony Taccone and Bennett S. Cohen will be used for this performance.

Richard Carpenter’s Close to You

Kings Arms: Theatre

5 July: 7.30pm
He used to be on top of the world looking down on creation, to the
£8
left of (and slightly behind) his kid sister, iconic superstar Karen
comedy
Carpenter. Nowadays, Richard is back on the circuit as a solo act,
and he’s only just begun. So... where do we go from here? Get
yourself a ticket to ride, and buckle up for an epic concert of catchy
tunes and harrowing psychological trauma from the smiliest piano
player in pop-rock history. A bittersweet dark comedy, full to the brim
with Carpenters hits. “Cos solitaire really is the only game in town. Written and performed by
Matthew Floyd Jones, the piano player from Frisky & Mannish. (“Hugely entertaining” Guardian).
THIS PARODY SHOW IS A WORK OF FICTION NOT AFFILIATED WITH RICHARD
CARPENTER IN ANY WAY

Bean M Associates Ltd

Johnny Kingshott: Alternative 2

Britain Does Variety 2016 finalist Johnny Kingshott brings his stand
up comedy show to Manchester. Jokes, funny stories and quips. 45
minute show, £ Pay What You Want at end.
“Excellent stand up”, “Great newcomer.” — Martin Besserman,
Monkey Business.

Kings Arms: The Vaults

5, 12, 19, 26 July:
9.00pm
free
comedy

For the latest news, reviews and everything else going on at the Fringe read our blog at:
greater-manchester-fringe.blogspot.co.uk
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Ruth E. Cockburn

Ruth E. Cockburn’s Love Letter’s From Blackpool
How do we find love?

Where do we find love?

Kings Arms: Studio 1

6 July: 7.30pm

And how do we keep it?

£5

‘Love Letters From Blackpool’ is a show that hopes to answer these questions, whilst looking at love,
lost and found in this sea side town. With songs, stories and conversations she hope to find what’s so
special about Blackpool

(concs £4)

comedy

“Plain and simple she’s just funny.” Terry Alderton

Platform

Kings Arms: The Vaults

Is every beginning also an end?
A monologue about birth, death and over-thinking. Steve recounts the events of a turbulent week
including his grandmother’s funeral and welcoming home his pregnant girlfriend.

Salford Theatre Company in partnership with A K McAllister

COLOURQUEST By A K McAllister
In the land of Chromatia in a walled town called Monotown live two 11 year olds, Talia and Aaron.
The curse dictates that all colours apart from Black and White have been eradicated and people from
their town are disappearing. Can Talia and Aaron take on The Shadowfolk and retrieve the stolen
heartstone to bring colour back to their world?

Bright Club Manchester

Bright Club Manchester

6, 7, 8 July: 7.30pm
£3

(concs £2.50)

theatre

Salford Arts Theatre

6, 7, 8 July: 7.30pm
9 July: 4.00pm
£10

childrens

Kings Arms: Theatre

6 July: 7.30pm

Bright Club Manchester is the comedy club where researchers, from all fields and backgrounds, take
to the stage to perform short stand-up comedy routines about their work. Why? Because it’s fun,
interesting, and genuinely useful.

£5
comedy

Frenetic Fox Theatre

Appily Ever After
Paul’s thumb has found the one. 3½ inches long, durable and black.

(concs £8)

Via

6, 7 July: 8.00pm
£8
theatre

But where does this leave Paul? Can one gym selfie truly capture the inner workings of a soul?
Serenading you with song and spoken word join Paul as he questions your relationship with dating
apps - exploring tech-addiction and how far are we prepared to go to be fulfilled.
Melanie Ash

53two

The Secret

6 July: 9.00pm

Back in 1986 Esther Rantzen launched Childline and a staggering 50,000 children jammed the phone
lines. An 11 year old ballet dancer went to the phone box - but couldn’t say the words.

£7

(concs £5)

theatre

Instead she danced, sang and acted her way through the pain for another 30 years before finally
telling the world her secret.
On stage. In a tutu.
Gare Du Nord Theatre Group

The Suitcase, The Beggar and The
Wind

Stockport Train Station

7, 8 July: 6.30pm
8.30pm

Some people just walk by on the train platform. Others stop to dream
£5 (concs £3.50)
about stars, time and castles. A play about suitcases, possibilities
theatre
and why not, love.
Performed at Stockport Train Station, this site-specific play makes us
think more about our journey ahead.
All proceeds go directly to RETHINK MENTAL ILLNESS. More info at www.rethink.org
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WriteForTheStage Productions

The Big Things by Mike Heath

Grace is different. Thats why Malcolm loves her. But when she
decides that they should have a baby, the differences grow and the
tensions threaten to tear them apart. A tragi-comic play about love,
delusion and parenthood.
Shortlisted and developed by the BBC for the BBC Alfred Bradley
Bursary Award 2016.

Blue Masque

Why Does Everybody Want To Move
To Australia?

Kings Arms: Theatre

7, 8 July: 7.30pm
9, 10 July: 9.00pm
£10

(concs £8)

theatre

Waterside Arts Centre

7 July: 7.30pm

£5 (concs £4)
This is a staged, script-in-hand reading of a new comic drama by
new writing
Rhonwen McCormack, which she is also directing, for Blue Masque.
Magnus, failed former bed-shop owner of Manchester, and Renee,
under-appreciated hair salon manager of Sheffield, have never
met, but share a dream. To emigrate to Australia! To live fabulous lifestyles of pleasure, warmth,
prosperity and happiness - because everybody in Australia lives like that, don’t they? That’s what
is shown on Bruce Bryson’s television programme “Paradise Down Under” every week...
“... an ambitious and imaginative piece of work which was amusing, engaging and perceptive.
The way in which you mixed reality and fantasy works well...” — Script report - Royal Exchange,
Manchester
Fish90

Kings Arms: Studio 1

(Random*)

7, 8, 9 July: 7.30pm

A brand new show, from Saboteur Shortlist nominee Colin Davies, looking at life as being a series of
(Random*) events that all end up in the same different places. This is controlled chaos where over half
the poems on the night are created by words, phrases & ideas selected by the audience.

£4

(concs £3)

spoken word

No two shows are the same. Your home may be at risk.

Nick Hall

Kings Arms: Studio 1

Nick Hall: Spencer

7 July: 9.00pm

Spencer Percival has one claim to fame. He’s the only Prime Minister to ever be assassinated.
Unfortunately no one’s ever heard of him. 205 years later, Nick Hall tries to tell his story. But will he
succeed? As seen on BBC Two, BBC Three, and BBC Radio 4.
“Brilliant” — The Times

£6

(concs £5)

comedy

“Crackingly original” ★★★★ — List

“One not to miss” ★★★★ — Skinny
Tea & Tonic Productions

Ballot Box

Kings Arms: Theatre

7, 8 July: 9.00pm

“This vote is the most important decision our generation will
£10 (concs £8)
potentially ever make”. Ballot Box is a short, satirical comedy that
play
follows the final weeks of the 2016 EU Referendum televised
campaign.
Set in a London studio flat, two unemployed actresses watch the
political pantomime unfold on the box. Originating from opposing
backgrounds, the women hold different values, resulting in a hilariously tumultuous relationship.
However, on the morning of the referendum result, one of the characters receives tragic news,
altering both their lives forever. Ballot Box raises questions about values, friendship, loyalty and
overcoming differences. The relationship between the women is a reflection of a split nation
facing change and confusion.

Follow us on Twitter @GMFringe #GMFringe
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the stage is empty
I have wept for the actors
how quiet it is

unturned stones
an exhibition
Artist Caroline Howitt
Poet Angelika Sivyer

1 July – 31 July

tracing paths
a performance
Creative Directors Jackie McTaggart
Grainne Gordon

Friday 7 July – Sunday 9 July

Cross Street Unitarian Chapel
Cross St
Manchester
M2 1NL
Details

unturnedstones.co.uk
A connection through
voice, sound, word, colour, movement

Tickets

greatermanchesterfringe.co.uk

Stateless

Born in Iceland, educated in the U.S, grown a beard in China;
Helgi Steinar is a borderless comedian who has now found
himself in Edinburgh, trying to understand Scots as much as he
tries to understand his own cultural identity and nationality, or
lack thereof.
Stateless” is Helgi Steinar’s latest stand-up routine since his
2015 show “Nothing to Declare” premiered at the Manchester
Comedy Festival.
Politically sharp and explicitly honest, Helgi Steinar shares his
witty observations about politics, the establishment and the
struggles of living abroad.

Gullivers Lounge

7, 9 July: 9.00pm
£5.00
comedy

Annette Gregory

Annette Gregory - Ella Celebrating 100 Years
Annette, backed by her band, celebrates the contribution to jazz music made by Ella, with music from
various songbooks including many well-known swing tunes and beautiful ballads.

Z-arts Music Space

8 July: 7.00pm
£8

music

Annette reflects on Ella’s earlier career in the 1930s and through the decades to 1960s.

Jeu Jeu la Foille

Jeu Jeu la Foille’s Frontal Lobotomy
Visual storytelling and poetry, with a Tom Waits inspired soundtrack and a smattering of weird science.
Burlesque maverick Jeu Jeu la Foille fuses original beat poetry with Waitsian tormented lullabies and
woozy mythology; punctuated with scientific accounts of transorbital lobotomy, and featuring a toy
shop orchestra of musical reprobates

Gullivers Lounge

8 July: 7.30pm
£5

A bitter sweet tale of political awakening from a working class perspective. With nothing left to lose,
but everything to fight for Samantha followed Russell Brand into the Neverland of anarchy.
“The most endearing political activist I have ever met” — Kate Copstick, The Scotsman

(concs £3)

theatre

Love Muffin Productions

Samantha Pressdee: Back 2 Basics (WIP)

(concs £6)

Tribeca

7, 8 July: 4.00pm
£6

(concs £4.50)

comedy

Winner of Edinburgh Fringe ‘Defining The Norm Award’ 2016
Mirth of Forth Comedy

Richard Pulsford: Phrases Ready
Stand up / wordplay from the 2014-17 UK Pun Championships finalist. Interact via #PhrasesReady
“Richard’s experience shone through as he delivered a series of solid top quality puns” — Gigglebeats
“Delivered a number of puns I wish I had thought of myself” — Gary Delaney
“Ruthlessly economic nuggets” — Guardian

Kings Arms: Studio 1

8 July: 9.00pm
£6
comedy

“Strong material” — Chortle

Find us on Instagram @GMFringe #GMFringe
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Ten Ninety Productions

MadBeth

Beth is just one step away from fame...
She is a close member of Donna Duncan’s entourage and sees
the lifestyles of the rich and famous everyday. Donna as the
Queen of Reality TV holds an army of social media followers
hanging on her every fashion, choice, new hairstyle, and latest
update while Beth just fades into the background.
However fame can be addictive yet fleeting as Beth’s mother,
“The Lady” - a faded TV star of yesteryear - knows all to well.
As a new spin-off is rumoured Beth has to decide the cost
of the price of fame while at the same time dealing with
an overbearing mother, an unhelpful best friend, and a TV
producer who is growing more and more suspicious of Beth’s
aspirations.
But Beth is only one step away from fame and of being the new
Queen. Her only problem is that Donna still holds the crown.
Ten Ninety Productions is proud to present the comedy in the
tragedy of “MadBeth” - a contemporary re-imagining of William
Shakespeare’s Macbeth for the social media generation.
Performed by an all female cast - Starring Chloe McLaughlin
and Sally Beaman. Adapted and Directed by Matt Fox.
”THE NEXT NEW SOMETHING WICKED THIS WAY COMES”

Kings Arms: Theatre

9-12 July: 7.30pm
£8.00 (concs £5.00)
theatre

Maisie Adam

Maisie Adam - Living On The Edge

Kings Arms: Studio 1

10, 11 July: 6.30pm

Taken from personal experiences of being a young Yorkshire lass attempting to “adult” in the big
wide world, “Living on the Edge” is the new stand-up show from Maisie Adam (“one of the UK’s most
exciting up-and-coming comedians” - Ditto Theatre) exploring various topics from the politics of the
playground to the classic faux pas of the Brit abroad.

£7

comedy

Root & Branch Productions

A Respectable Wedding by Bertolt
Brecht, translated by Rory Bremner

(concs £5)

53two

10, 11, 12 July:
7.00pm

£10 (concs £8)
What’s the best wedding you’ve ever been to? Did you spend a
play
happy day sipping champagne and basking in the glow of a couple’s
love? Were their friends and family all smiling and laughing, eager
to get along? Root & Branch invite you to a very different sort of
wedding. One at which no one really gets on — even the bride & groom — and where the
furniture is collapsing at the same time as the social niceties. Will the father-of-the-bride ever
shut up? Will the groom’s friend stop making dodgy jokes? And just what is the sister up to in the
kitchen with the handsome young man?
In a vibrant translation by comedian Rory Bremner, A Respectable Wedding will make you laugh
out loud and cringe with embarrassment. Just like your average wedding...
Steve Vertigo

Standing on the Shoulders of Ants
Beanpole lunatic stand-up describing the family influence that leads to him being implicated as a serial
killer. There’s post truth, pre-truth and alternative facts and a lot of vitriol about wheelie suitcases.

53two

11 July: 7.00pm
£7

Less of a rollercoaster, more an awkward shuffle down a damp slide in a children’s playground at
dusk, surrounded by fag butts and cans.
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comedy

PurpleCoat

The Homecoming
Supported by Stephen Fry and Judi Dench and funded by ArtsCouncil England, PurpleCoat return to
the Fringe after their 2016 sell-out King Lear.

53two

12, 13, 14, 15 July:
7.00pm
£10

The Homecoming is a revival of their 5 Star, 2013 production. ‘Harold Pinter’s greatest play’ is the
bleak and comic story of a visit by Teddy and his wife to his father’s domineering East End family
home.
British Exist Theatre

(concs £8)

theatre

Kings Arms: Studio 1

Bleach

Tyler Everett knows how to take it like a man; he’s made a career out of it.

12, 13, 14, 15 July:
7.30pm

But on a regular night turning tricks, things start to spiral out of control and he’ll be left questioning
whether living in London is really worth the price of rent.

£7

theatre

Bleach is a darkly humorous, soul-jolting new one man show about sex, violence and city living.
Out of Kilter Theatre

No Exit by Jean Paul Sartre

Kings Arms: The Vaults

12, 13, 14 July: 7.30pm

Out of Kilter Theatre presents a new adaptation of the classic Sartre play ‘No Exit’ (Huis Clos), first
performed in 1944.

£8

Freelance Giggle-oh - World Premiere of the 2nd Thingy
from Daniel Hutchings

Manchester Central Library

13 July: 5.30pm
£2.99
film

“A Walter Mitty for the digital age in a comedy kaleidoscope of imagination” — Damien McFerran,
Director, Nlife Network. Freelance Giggle-oh is Daniel Hutchings’ second “Thingy”, the sequel to
his first Zero-Budget feature Django Away!, both of which are movies made for fun with a mix of
professional talent and enthusiastic friends.
Breathe Out Theatre

Dark Satanic

(concs £6)

theatre

The new production is in the suitably oppressive and atmospheric space of the Kings Arms vaults; a
perfect venue for this stark, edgy drama underpinned by a subtle menace and dark humour.
Presents Inc

(concs £5)

Kings Arms: Theatre

13, 14 July: 7.30pm

Written by Rob Johnston. Performed by Emma Romy-Jones.
£7 (concs £6)
North-West England. 1823. The Industrial Revolution. A changing
new writing
world. Helen lives precariously on a small farm, alone now since
husband Tom went to find work in one of the factories in the newly
industrialised Manchester. As the lingering winter continues to bite
hard Helen starts to understand that it isn’t only the world that’s
changing. It’s her.
Breathe Out Theatre’s production in GMFF last year was War Stories, a sell-out at The King’s
Arms, and nominated for Best Production at both GMFF and Buxton Fringe. Emma Romy-Jones’
performance at Edinburgh Fringe in Care Takers helped the show win The Stage Newcomer’s
Award. Developed with support from Arts Council England.

Chris Kehoe: Manologue
How many men does it take to do an hour of stand-up about the state of men in the 21st century?
One. Chris Kehoe.

Gullivers Lounge

13 July: 7.30pm
free
comedy

Join Chris as he uses his acerbic wit to answer the big questions facing masculinity today. Did Jesus
invent mansplaining? Will there ever be a female James Bond? Is the golden age of the Pot Noodle
already behind us?
Scytheplays Ltd

The Dead, Live by Daniel Thackeray

The Met - (The Box)

13 July: 7.30pm

Lawrence Dodds is a popular ‘psychic’ medium who knows he’s a fake, but the world of Spirit may
have some shocks in store for him when someone unexpected attends one of his live shows.
An unusual and eerie new drama from the writer of the acclaimed Together in Electric Dreams. “Light
humour, tragedy, the spritual unknown... unique” — North West End

£8

(concs £7)

theatre

For the latest news, reviews and everything else going on at the Fringe read our blog at:
greater-manchester-fringe.blogspot.co.uk
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LUNA C Productions

PERILOUS TALES

Salford Arts Theatre

13, 14, 15 July: 8.00pm

3 PLAYS - 3 NORTHWEST WRITERS - 3 DRAMATIC CONCLUSIONS

£8

CAPTIVE by Andrew Hudson: A vulnerable woman thinks a ghost from her past holds her captive.
CHESS FOR PRINCES, NOT FOR KINGS by Dominic Merrick: 3 Princes meet for a battlefield lesson
in power. EXTANT 1918 by Cliff Heaton: Two soldiers must face a secret truth, before they face the
enemy.

Phill Jupitus is Porky The Poet in Survivalve
As our world drifts inexorably towards an uncertain and troubling future, Phill Jupitus will gamely
attempt to take your mind off the horror, misery and chaos with mildly diverting poetry, easy going chit
chat and splendid shoes.

(concs £6)

theatre

Kings Arms: Theatre

13 July: 9.00pm
£8
spoken word

So join Phill’s stanza bandying alter-ego ‘Porky The Poet’ for this unmissable treat! Free badge!

Static Assembly

Edison

53two

13, 14 July: 9.30pm
15 July: 4.00pm
16 July: 7.00pm

A love affair with a pigeon, a shakedown with Mark Twain, and an
erotic brain: the life and mind Nikola Tesla culminate in this genrebent play presented by the infamous Thomas Edison.
£7 (concs £5)
Fusing the real and surreal, light and dark: this true story begins in
theatre
Croatia with Nikola who finds he is armed with a superhuman power
of visualization that torments him while he dreams of enlightening
the world. Conflicted between financial gain or the grace of invention, Tesla discovers that the
greatest finale may ultimately be an erasure from the history books via ride on a golden disco ball
with his beloved Pigeon by his side.
edisonisalie.com

Katharine Ferns

Katharine Ferns is in Stitches

53two

14, 16 July: 7.00pm

Brutally funny storytelling show from Canadian comedian Katharine
£8 (concs £6)
Ferns (MTV, ichannel) is a comedic journey about learning to laugh
comedy
at the visible and invisible scars of surviving mental illness, domestic
violence, drug addiction plus some feminism for comic relief.
“The most incredible comedy performance I’ve ever seen.” — Phil Jones
“Sad, uplifting, courageous, funny, horrific, mind blowing! Unforgettable brilliance!” — Corin J.
“An incredible story that will make you laugh when you probably want to cry! This woman is
amazing!” — Mariana D.
”Observant and witty, Katharine is a modern, 21st century woman, who throws herself into life
and consequently her jokes.” — ★★★★ TVBOMB
“Salty-sweet, savagely honest, brutally funny” — Scene
The Zombie Teacher

A Teacher’s Guide to Surviving Zombie Armageddon
Which is worse? The threat of OFSTED or zombie invasion? Does the school insurance policy cover
armageddon? And will it impact this year’s SATs results?

Kings Arms: Studio 1

14, 15 July: 9.00pm
16 July: 7.30pm
£8

The Zombie Teacher attempts to answer all of these questions and more in a show that will appeal to
any one with an interest in primary education... or zombies.

Phill Jupitus: Achtung! / Acting!
Phill Jupitus brings back the stage legend Vernon Herschel Harley and German WW2 U-boat ace
Korvettenkäpitan Kurt Schiffer for an hour of improvised comedy driven by questions taken from the
audience.

theatre

Kings Arms: Theatre

14 July: 9.00pm
£8

Historical accuracy not guaranteed.
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(concs £6)

comedy

Meet The Stevens

1 Trans Comedienne - 2 Characters
It’s Sassy verses Classy in this outrageous debut show from
Manchester’s very own, “Holly Hutchinson”
In this short fast paced show we meet 2 sisters, Jennifer &
Sophie G Stevens, who live two very different lives.
There’s Jennifer; the educated nobel prize winner. Then there’s
Sophie G the Geordie Shore/TOWIE/Made in Chelsea reality
TV wannabe.
Between these two sisters we see them discuss being
transgender, politics, finding your calling in life..and much
more.
Supporting is the fabulous Justine Townsend with her hilarious
“Menopause” mini show.

Tribeca

14-15 July: 7.00pm
free
comedy

Ultramarine Theatre

The Magnificent Captain Moth

53two

15 July: 11.00am
16, 22, 23, 24, 25 July:
4.00pm

When Lucy falls asleep, her dreams are disturbed by unseen terrors
lurking in the dark. Step forward her own personal superhero, the
Magnificent Captain Moth, to save the day. But wait, what”s this? A
£7 (concs £5)
superhero that”s afraid of the light? Unlike his insect counterparts the
theatre
ex-military Captain refuses to embrace the warm glow of Lucy”s night
light, instead opting to hide, dressing gown clad, in the shadows.
What is he scared of and why? In order to find out Lucy must leave the safety of her duvet, and
venture into the darkness. Can she rehabilitate her hero and sleep soundly? Or will fear get the
better of her?
Come and find out in a play about how talking openly about our problems can help us write our
own life stories.

French Boutik, The Kite Collectors,
The Speed Of Sound - Triple Bill

The Ruby Lounge

15 July: 7.00pm

£7.50
Three original bands with three remarkable albums released in 2016:
music
all here to play in 2017 with an international twist added by Paris’s
modernist pop ensemble French Boutik who made their LP debut
with Front Pop “the music is sharp dressed and smoothly delivered perfect pop”
The South West of England’s Kite Collectors released the Clockface album “superb lyrical
content, beautiful music and an honest vocal portrayed from the heart”.
Manchester’s own independent veterans The Speed Of Sound released their double CD/
vinyl hybrid album Everything Changes “a prime slice of underground rock, balancing spiky
abrasiveness with a strong sense of melody”...”songs are lead by hooky guitar sounds which are
both 60s and post-punk in their sound.” Plus DJ

Follow us on Twitter @GMFringe #GMFringe
15

Nihilphobia (n.) Irrational fear of nothing
Discover the dangers of social media, the meaning
of the faces in the wallpaper and the implications
of first contact with an alien intelligence.
Encounter spirits from the past and visit future
dystopias before returning to the nightmare of the
present.
There is nothing to fear. Literally.
13 unnerving dark tales.

‘Captures the spirit of troll-driven
message boards, cyber-witch hunts and
divisive political rhetoric … this is horror
fiction at its best’
TRANSGRESS MAGAZINE

More information at chrislimb.com
Paperback £4.99		

Ebook 99p

Buy online from Amazon via brighton2.com

		The

Camden Fringe
Now in its 12th Year

31st July - 27th August 2017

Comedy, Sketch, Stand Up, New Writing,
Revivals, Childrens Shows, Dance,
Physical Theatre, Impro.
Anything goes!

camdenfringe.com
facebook.com/CamdenFringe
@CamdenFringe

Mess

53two

Emma’s still trying to reach her goals, she’s still not a size 10 and being content? Pfft. Fitting in? This
tit says all the wrong things, blows opportunities and each year she looks at the mess she’s created.

15 July: 7.00pm
£7

Emma has now embraced her “tragic streak” and is creating a show to empower everyone’s “inner
loser”. Supported by Ali Kahn.

In The Mirror Theatre Company

Narcissist In The Mirror

She expected the world to fall at her feet ... she was so sure.
But the twenty something girl in the dressing room is no longer sure
about anything, least of all herself.
With the use of spoken word, she explores her flaws and comes face
to face with the ‘narcissist in the mirror’.
Black comedy.
One woman show - written and performed by Rosie Fleeshman

Stones n’ Roses

Stones n’ Roses
Making their European debut at GMF, Stones n’ Roses is the most unique UK coverband to ever come
from America. Naturally, the band dresses up as Guns n Roses, plays Stone Roses classics perfectly
then mixes in bits of the Rolling Stones and GnR’s greatest hits.

(concs £6)

comedy

Kings Arms: Theatre

15, 16 July: 7.30pm
£7
theatre

Kings Arms: Theatre

15 July: 9.00pm
£10
music

Stomp in crying “BLASPHEMY!” Stumble away whispering “Brilliant!”
LUNA C Productions

PERILOUS TALES

Kings Arms: Theatre

16 July: 2.00pm

3 PLAYS - 3 NORTHWEST WRITERS - 3 DRAMATIC CONCLUSIONS

£8

CAPTIVE by Andrew Hudson: A vulnerable woman thinks a ghost from her past holds her captive.
CHESS FOR PRINCES, NOT FOR KINGS by Dominic Merrick: 3 Princes meet for a battlefield lesson
in power. EXTANT 1918 by Cliff Heaton: Two soldiers must face a secret truth, before they face the
enemy.

Luke Helly: Please Stop
Please Stop is a comedy documentary/documentary comedy/neither of the above written and
performed by Luke Helly. It is a show that explores the absurdity of modern living in the UK using a
combination of pre-recorded sketches, verbatim and improvisation.

theatre

Crown & Kettle

16, 17, 18 July: 8.00pm
£6

nerdfucker: a solo play with bad boundaries

(concs £5)

comedy

This show will appeal to anyone with an interest in alternative comedy, urban life and politics

Cameryn Moore

(concs £6)

Kings Arms: Theatre

16 July: 9.00pm

The spectators are early, her lover is late, and the players are due any minute. Not the best time to
question what the hell she’s doing here, waiting to get naked in front of a room full of strangers, but
with 60 minutes before the game starts, it’s all the time she has left.

£10

(concs £8)

theatre

★★★★ — Edmonton Journal ★★★★ — Vue Weekly
★★★★ — gigcity.ca
Le Juice

S/he/it Happens
A curious clown is stuck between the gender binary. Through mime, slapstick, and armed with a
wardrobe of clothes, performer Miranda Porter explores the violence of assimilation. Is it really
rewriting the rules if you haven’t read the rulebook?

Kings Arms: Studio 1

16, 17, 18, 19, 20 July:
9.00pm
£10

Age guidance 13+ (partial nudity)
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(concs £7.50)

theatre

Datura Productions

If I Knew It Was Harmless I
Would’ve Killed It Myself

53two

16, 17 July: 9.30pm
£8

(concs £7)

new writing

In a dystopian landscape, our Character battles to break free from
his Creator and forge a new world from the chaos, in a modern retelling of the fall of man.
Brave New World meets Paradise Lost in this unique one-person
show, combining sci-fi, poetry, movement, video projection and intricate sound design to take
a poignant look at our own society, humanity, politics, and the importance of artistry in times of
destruction and ruin.
A refreshingly unique piece from Manchester-based artist Miray Sidhom.

Lilaloka Productions / Hat Hair Productions / Scytheplays Ltd

The Faces At The Window: The Bandwidths of
Balderdash
In their second show this Fringe, the musical sketch comedy troupe invite you to meet a strangely
unsettling set of characters inhabiting our radio waves: listen in to Radio Metaldehyde, hear news
reports from 570BC and be soothed by tuneful dispatches about uncles with lengthy catamarans.
“Varied, fast-flowing entertainment” - Manchester Salon

Kings Arms: Theatre

17 July: 7.30pm
£8

comedy

Mr Millerman Presents Ltd

Forever Changes
When people enter relationships, they believe that they will endure - last forever. But often, forever
changes and life has a habit of throwing spokes into the wheels that guide our dreams.
‘Forever Changes’ not only shows the repercussions of domestic abuse on the perpetrators and
survivors, but the impact on friends and family around them.
LS Theatre Productions

The Salford Belles

(concs £7)

53two

17, 18, 19 July: 7.30pm
20, 21, 22 July: 9.30pm
£12

(concs £10)

play

Hope Mill Theatre

17, 18, 19, 20, 21 July:
7.30pm
LS Theatre Productions present Jack Land Nobles comedy THE
22 July: 2.30pm,
SALFORD BELLES. Living on the breadline in the backstreets of
7.30pm
Salford was never destined to be glamorous - but after a lifetime of
cooking, cleaning, caring and conspiring, Queenie, Mary and Martha
£14
theatre
are at their wits end. They yearn for change - but at what cost?
Join the Salford Belles in Jack Land Noble’s hilarious dark comic
soap opera and discover what goes on behind closed doors... when the washing’s brought in
from the rain and the curtains are drawn... One thing’s for sure... “a Woman’s work is never
done!”
The play was first staged by The Yorkshireman Company at The Lamproom Theatre, Barnsley in
July 2013. CONTAINS STRONG LANGUAGE AND ADULT HUMOUR.
Magpie Man Theatre

Christopher Bowles: LIVE In Technicolor
Award-winning playwright and performance poet Christopher Bowles explores a myriad of different
colour-themed stories through spoken word, poetry and soundscape.

Kings Arms: Studio 1

17, 18 July: 7.30pm
free
spoken word

Adapted from his flash-fiction collection ‘Spectrum’, he offers more variety than a Dulux colour chart,
guarantees more fun than watching paint dry, and is your favourite crayon.
The Comedy Agency

George Zach: Ugly Babies Make Me Laugh
Have you had some thoughts which you were embarrassed about? Like the time you saw an ugly
baby and the voice in your head thought “christ... what a minger of an infant...” but instead smiled and
pretended this isnt the real you? Did you then dismiss that thought? George wrote his down.

Kings Arms: Theatre

17 July: 9.00pm
£5

(concs £3)

comedy

From Greek comedian George Zach, as seen on BBC One.

Find us on Instagram @GMFringe #GMFringe
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FREE REHEARSAL SPACE
AVAILABLE
Email the King’s Arms:
kingsarmssalford@gmail.com
kingsarmssalford.com

Fine Comb Theatre

53two

Matchsticks
In prison, where choice is restricted and control is enforced, change seems impossible. When Dani
goes to prison counselling she is reluctant to communicate with her counsellor, Heather.

18 July: 4.00pm,
9.30pm
19 July: 9.30pm

Heather introduces Dani to matchstick modelling. Inspired by a true story, Matchsticks provides an
insight into the often misunderstood lives of prison inmates.

£7

theatre

MAP Productions in partnership with Manchester ADP

The Loves of Others

(concs £5)

53two

18, 19, 20 July: 7.30pm
21, 22 July: 9.30pm

The Loves of Others is a dark comedy about romance, pretence
and love, all told through the lives of three thirty something couples.
£9 (concs £7)
Leanne hosts a dinner party and is keen to prove she has the perfect
theatre
relationship with Max. Can a game of Mr and Mrs really prove who is
the most in love or will it reveal the cracks in their relationships they
all try to hide? A modern, northern Abigail’s Party.
Produced in partnership with MAP and Manchester ADP, written by Manchester performance
poet and writer, Alex Keelan (Angel of the House, Hope Mill Theatre 2017) and directed by
Kayleigh Hawkins (Concrete Playground).

Radio Kings Band

Radio Kings Band Showcase
High energy Funk, Soul, Pop function band showcase their wares. You can forward to a quick burst of
this groovy band complete with a full horn section from 8pm-9pm. Free Entry!!

18 July: 8.00pm
free

MANCHESTER FRINGE
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Kings Arms: Theatre
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music

Squinted Vision

Our Kid

Michael has just buried his brother.
Karl has just buried his friend.
Jimmy has just made a cup of tea.
Everybody grieves differently.
After Andy’s funeral, Michael and Karl want answers to why
Jimmy didn’t show up. They soon find out that is easier said
then done when Jimmy acts as if it’s just any other day. Jimmy
just wants to have a laugh with his mates.
More faces that Michael doesn’t want to see, lead to more
questions he’s not sure he wants the answers to.
’Our Kid,’ is a play that looks how people grieve and move on
after their worlds have been shaken.

Crown & Kettle

19, 20, 21 July: 6.00pm, 8.00pm
£8.00 (concs £5.00)
theatre

Just Turf
“Just Turf” is a poignant, original and dark exploration of one woman’s personal fantasy to dance with
Michael Flately and smother him in her prize winning creamy mashed potato.

The Met - (The Box)

19 July: 7.00pm
free
comedy

This is a play on a passion of youth, now lost in a starchy, tuberous crop and the frustration of the
dance repeatedly whumped out on a hard kitchen floor.

WriteForTheStage Productions

The Big Things by Mike Heath

Oldham Library

19, 20 July: 7.00pm

Grace is different. That’s why Malcolm loves her. But when she decides that they should have a baby,
the differences grow and the tensions threaten to tear them apart. A tragi-comic play about love,
delusion and parenthood.

£5

(concs £4)

theatre

Shortlisted and developed by the BBC for the BBC Alfred Bradley Bursary Award 2016.
Concs rate - Oldham Library members only
Salford Arts Theatre | MINT Salford

MINT | A New Writing Night
SHOWCASING UP TO 4 PIECES OF NEW WRITING | We are looking for work that is working class,
political and diverse. Challenge yourself and the norm be different and experiment with styles ... A
short extract will be performed on the night. Opportunity of a 3 night run in November - part of the
Shelagh Delaney Day Event.

Salford Arts Theatre

19 July: 7.30pm
£7
new writing

Submit your interest
Vertigo Theatre Productions

Watching Goldfish Suffocate
It was the show that got Manchester talking. Nominated for 3 MTA Awards and receiving multiple 5
star reviews. The true story of a Manchester based actor who’s undiagnosed mental illness nearly
destroyed him. Brand new production by award winning Vertigo Theatre Productions starring the actor
the play is based on. Not to be missed ‘Outstanding’

Kings Arms: Theatre

19, 20, 21, 22, 23 July:
7.30pm
£12
theatre

For the latest news, reviews and everything else going on at the Fringe read our blog at:
greater-manchester-fringe.blogspot.co.uk
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Qweerdog Theatre

Tribeca

Absolute Certainty?

19, 20 July: 8.00pm
23 July 6.00pm
8.00pm

Finn’s off to Uni, and Lee, his brother’s best mate, wants to teach him how to have fun. Deano’s not so
keen to have his younger brother cramping his style. Whilst their developing friendship is a cause for
concern. Does Finn misread the signs? Is he certain of what’s on offer? Is Lee? Are we?

£7

’Absolute Certainty?’ - Coming-of-age or coming out?

theatre

Lilaloka Productions / Hat Hair Productions / Scytheplays Ltd

The Met - (The Box)

The Faces At The Window: The Bandwidths of
Balderdash

20 July: 7.30pm
£8

In their second show this Fringe, the musical sketch comedy troupe invite you to meet a strangely
unsettling set of characters inhabiting our radio waves: listen in to Radio Metaldehyde, hear news
reports from 570BC and be soothed by tuneful dispatches about uncles with lengthy catamarans.
“Varied, fast-flowing entertainment” - Manchester Salon

Sunrise in the small town of Starke, hours before his execution, Ted Bundy requests a meeting with
Florida detective Howard Stacker, a man who has spent the closing years of his service hunting down
America’s most prolific serial killer. Stacker’s pursuit of the truth behind another of Bundy’s grisly
murders leads both men to look at their demons.

(concs £7)

comedy

Pact Productions

starke.florida: the final hours of Ted Bundy

(concs £5.50)

Kings Arms: The Vaults

20, 21, 22 July: 7.30pm
£7

Salford Arts Theatre’s Young Performers Company

The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe
Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy, four young evacuees from war-torn London, arrive at the home of
the Professor and his sharp-tongued housekeeper Mrs. Macready. The children are shown to the
spare room, which is empty but for a large wardrobe and, while the others go off exploring the house,
Lucy opens the wardrobe and the adventures begin.

It’s My Funeral and I’ll Throw Glitter if
I Want To

play

Salford Arts Theatre

20, 21 July: 7.30pm
£5
theatre

Kings Arms: Studio 1

20, 21, 22 July:
7.30pm
£7 (concs £5)
23 July: 7.30pm
£5 (concs £3)

After a (tiny) mental breakdown, Isobel Marmion has decided to throw her
own funeral, glitter and dancing and all, rather than waiting for her untimely
death to occur. Probably from an exploded appendix, since that pain in her
comedy
stomach is definitely not gas. And everyone’s invited! An intimate look at
mental illness and the fear of dying alone, but in like- An uplifting, funny way!
“Armed with glitter and streamers galore, Marmion’s beautifully emotional script and goofy
awkward energy help to make this a heartwarming and super enjoyable show.” — Myf Clark,
Aussie Theatre
“Goes out with a glorious, pyjama-clad, boss-shoe wearing bang.” — Kerstyn Dance, We Know
Melbourne. “Heartbreakingly fun and funny” — Harrison Engstrom
The Naked Dietitian

The Naked Dietitian

Friends Meeting House

21 July: 7.00pm

Hard-hitting and hope-stirring home truths in a performance tour-de-force from “the literary lovechild of
Allen Ginsberg and Jeanette Winterson” (BroadwayBaby). Visceral poetry:the Naked Dietitian shocks
with science, story, grit and gumption. Expect to ride a roller coaster through your own emotional
landscape.

£5

(concs £3)

spoken word

“A poet of real substance” — ScotsGay
Northern Beat Poets Association (NBPA)

Northern Beat Poets Association (NBPA) HAPPENING
Northern Beat Poets Association (NBPA) presents a rolling revue of the North’s artistic misfits and
wordsmiths. HAPPENING! Poets who sing. Singers who write. Comedians who vent. Vent acts who
speak in tongues. Including Jimmy Andrex, Poet & the Loops, Stan Skinny, Ferris Ward Jr, Claire
Robertson-Dwyer, Robert Sharp and Georgina Hardcastle and more.

MANCHESTER FRINGE
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Gullivers Lounge

21 July: 7.30pm
free

www.greatermanchesterfringe.co.uk

revival

Dreamshed Theatre

Sunshine and Showers
Fame is a fickle mistress - and Arty Sunshine has had his fair
share of both.
However, even he is surprised when a funeral provides the
chance for a come-back.
‘Variety was the spice of life’ he thought, but can the Stannah
Stair Lift Star really be the pathway to glory?
This play — presented by Cheltenham-based Dreamshed
Theatre — launched in 2002 by exiled Mancunian Bill
Cronshaw differs from his recent plays ‘I’ll be Bert’, ‘Maine
Road Blues’ and ‘Shalalalalee’ all of which reflect his life-long
obsession with Manchester City F.C.
It’s also the first time he’s been upstaged by a puppet!’

Tribeca

30, 31 July: 8.00pm
£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

Cheeky Peacocks Theatre Company

The 43

Come and share a seat on the 43! Cheeky Peacock’s take you
on a journey into the conversations of modern day Manchester.
From the bickering old couple at the front to the mischievous
youngsters at the back.
Travel with Kev on his daily round from the Airport to Piccadilly,
as he battles to keep his old bus running until the final stop.

53two

21, 22 July: 7.30pm
£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

Follow us on Twitter @GMFringe #GMFringe
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John Porter - Five Years Time
At some point in our lives, we’ve all had the question. “Where do you see yourself in five years?”
John Porter was no different, and always had a bunch of sarcastic answers just waiting. Ultimately, though, like most
people, he was wrong. When he was sat in sales assessment days in 2012, though, he had no way of knowing just how
wrong he would turn out to be.
Now, five years on from then, join John as he brings his story to the big city of Manchester via the Greater Manchester
Fringe for ‘Five Years’ Time’.
Simply put, it’s a comedy thrill ride. John’s going to lead you through a hilarious journey, encompassing five turbulent
years of his life. Included amongst other things:
•
•
•
•
•

University (and why he hated it)
a car crash (that wasn’t much fun either)
a brush with depression
travel for love
broken hearts and all kinds of other weird things

But most importantly, love, laughter and truth, all found by simply doing stand-up comedy.
XS Manchester Comedian of the Year Runner Up.
“Raw potential” ★★★ — MumbleComedy.net
“Charmingly dark, refreshingly honest, crowd pleaser” — Neil Shawcross, Laughter Factory
“Dark wit meets an amiable character” — Jonathan Paylor, Lettuce Laugh Comedy
Tribeca

22 July: 7.00pm
free
comedy
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Nicola Gardner & Jennifer Banks

White is the new Black
The show is a combination of 2 short plays which weave the political and the personal in 2 explosive
encounters. The Last Appointment is a quirky meeting of 2 women, one dying to be black, the other
wanting to forget the issue of colour.

International Anthony
Burgess Foundation

21, 22 July: 7.30pm
£12

theatre

Florence - the Fight of her Life is an emotive play that is a case of human suffering versus mindless
bureaucracy.
LUNA C Productions

PERILOUS TALES
3 PLAYS - 3 NORTHWEST WRITERS - 3 DRAMATIC CONCLUSIONS
CAPTIVE by Andrew Hudson: A vulnerable woman thinks a ghost from her past holds her captive.
CHESS FOR PRINCES, NOT FOR KINGS by Dominic Merrick: 3 Princes meet for a battlefield lesson
in power. EXTANT 1918 by Cliff Heaton: Two soldiers must face a secret truth, before they face the
enemy.

Super Cally Fragile Lipstick
Forty something years into a lifetime of looking great but feeling fake, Cally Beaton is ready to come
out about her double life in her hilarious brand new stand up show, Super Cally Fragile Lipstick. Come
and see her muse amusingly on how being Super and Fragile can be OK. And very, very funny. Just in
case you didn’t get that bit.

Thought Plane Theatre

Velveteen: Or How To Be Real
Welcome to our variety show of reality, where, onstage, we discover how to be real. We take
you through the challenges of being real: being a real adult, a real woman, the real you. A piece
of interactive devised theatre, inspired by the children’s book, The Velveteen Rabbit by Margery
Williams, we interrogate our obsession with the authentic self

Guide Bridge Theatre

21 July: 8.00pm
£8

A fast-paced improvised comedy show based on your suggestions - expect ridiculous impersonations,
cutting edge Disney satire, dodgy accents and terrible puns, plus a smattering of sketches and stand
up for the perfect comedy pick n’mix.

(concs £6)

theatre

Kings Arms: Studio 1

21 July: 9.00pm
£5

(concs £3)

comedy

Kings Arms: Theatre

22, 23 July: 2.30pm
£8

(concs £6)

theatre

Thespianage Productions

Thespianage Live Comedy

(concs £10)

53two

22 July: 4.00pm
£5

(concs £4)

comedy

“Talented performers with an eye for the absurd” — RemoteGoat
“Masters of every style” — edfringereview.com
BearTrap Productions

Bad Advice

In this new comedy, we watch from Jim’s perspective as he embarks on his first relationship since
coming out of the closet. The only thing standing in his way is his mind; specifically, the troublesome
incarnations of Good and Bad Advice.

Twenty Twenty Two

23, 30 July: 2.00pm
7.30pm
£5

play

This is a touching and hilarious escapade into the dangers of love, dating and out-of date seafood.
Scytheplays Ltd

The Dead, Live by Daniel Thackeray
Lawrence Dodds is a popular ‘psychic’ medium who knows he’s a fake, but the world of Spirit may
have some shocks in store for him when someone unexpected attends one of his live shows. An
unusual and eerie new drama from the writer of the acclaimed Together in Electric Dreams. “Light
humour, tragedy, the spritual unknown... unique” — North West End

(concs £5)

Tribeca

9 July: 4.00pm, 9.00pm
18 July: 6.00pm, 9.00pm
£8

(concs £7)

theatre

Half Rice/Half Chips

53two

Conspiracy Theory: A Lizard’s Tale

23 July: 7.00pm
28 July: 4.00pm
Marlon’s a Jew. This didn’t bother him much until he realised that some people he knew didn’t believe
the Holocaust happened. From 9/11 to shape-shifting lizards and Holocaust denial, this is a darkly
30 July: 4.00pm, 7.00pm
comic tale of one man’s journey through the conspiracy underworld.

£6

(concs £4)

theatre

Find us on Instagram @GMFringe #GMFringe
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Mary Magdalene School of Wisdom

DOOR OF THE HEART
An Afternoon of Sacred Music and Words
in celebration of the
Inner Sacred Marriage - ‘When Two Become One’
Join us and be captivated by the unique beauty, authenticity and variety of styles offered by these top quality performing
musicians and poets, whose joy it is to celebrate the ultimate romance. There will be some exciting and inspiring
musical heights reached as the Divine Feminine merges with the Divine Masculine, in some brand new creative
partnerships. Artists are:
•

Mohini Chatlani — sacred, eclectic, fusion singer, mohinichatlani.com

•

Peter Barratt — devotional musician and kirtan singer, www.kirtanpete.co.uk

•

Carole Isis — singer / songwriter awakening heart songs, isisongs.com

•

Gulcin Bulut — mystical Sufi singer and musician, www.uniquecircle.co.uk

•

Olivia Dewhurst Maddock — classical singer as mirror to soul.

•

Grainne Gordon - ancestral Irish singer. Rose Snow — visionary mystical poet.

•

Peter and Leah Findlay — sacred storytellers. Ulanah Morris — sacred dancer.

And other supporting musicians. The concert will be introduced by Fay Barratt, and is produce by the Mary Magdalene
School of Wisdom.
53two

23 July: 3.00pm
£10.00 (concs £7.00)
music
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Angry Dog Theatre

53two

BILL

D

LE
L
E
C
AN

24 July: 7.00pm

A UK with no NHS, no care system for working class; what happens to the sick and old? Set in 2020
the play is a story of a man with Alzheimers and the choices his son has to make when falling into
debt with the banks.

C

£5

(concs £3.50)

play

Soon he will lose his house, and him and his dad will be homeless. What would you do if someone
offered you money and a new start?
Rogue Bones

Free Fall by Vinay Patel

53two

24, 26 July: 7.30pm
25 July 4.00pm,
7.30pm

“Still, you’ll get a real nice view of daybreak over the Estuary. All that
smog really brings out the colours, y’know? Wouldn”t think flying dirt
could look that pretty.”
£8 (concs £5)
Midnight at the Dartford crossing; Roland’s settled in for another
theatre
thrilling night supervising the toll machines; Andrea’s pretty sure
she”s come to kill herself. Neither of them wants to be there. Both
think the other’s crazy. Still, it’s nice to have company.
Two strangers on a bridge in the dead of night, a game of dominoes, and a value ready meal —
this is a story of humanity, desperation and hope.
Rogue Bones present the regional premiere of Free Fall by Vinay Patel (Murdered by my Father,
BBC) as part of the Greater Manchester Fringe Festival.
Jasmine Chatfield & Charlie Hammond

Clonely

Kings Arms: Studio 1

25, 26 July: 9.00pm

CLONELY is an adventure in existential sci-fi crisis. A blend of bullsh*t arthouse theatre with the best
of sci-fi cinema, but on stage and with DIY props.

£5

theatre

Expect lo-fi aesthetics, an awkward five minute docking scene, and long monologues about how dark
and bleak space life is. Are you scared of dying aclone?
Agrippa Productions

(concs £5)

Kings Arms: Studio 1

Margaret

24, 25, 26 July: 7.30pm

Margaret is dying - that’s a given - but she wants exactly how and when to be up to her. After a career
spent helping others die with dignity she doesn’t see why she can’t be afforded the same courtesy.

£7

(concs £5)

theatre

A monologue exploring choice, control and getting your affairs in order.
Written by R.P. Douglas
Keogh Productions

Thorn

Kings Arms: Theatre

24, 25 July: 7.30pm

June 1972. David Bowie sings “Starman” on British T.V. The
£10 (concs £8)
watching Steven Patrick emerges from the cocoon of his bedroom
theatre
onto Manchester streets beset with teenage skinhead gangs and
“bittermen” with rampant homophobic and racist views. At school
he encounters a brutal headteacher, a bigoted Catholic priest with
a tendency towards humiliating young boys and the ever present
taunts of other children in the playground.
“Thorn” portrays how this young Mancunian wrestles with the problems of his own sexuality
supported by his love of David Bowie and Glam Rock. He finds solace in conversations with his
sister but finds his greatest ally to be that of his mother. He eventually pins his hopes on a girl
that he meets at a party.
A13 / North West End Live

Stranger In The House
Stranger In The House is a one-act surreal, absurdist, farcical portrayal of atypical xenophobes living
in Paris. Their daily routine includes barricading and booby-trapping the house, and shooting to kill
any stranger that may approach even if they don’t mean any harm.

Bar Pop

24, 25, 26, 27 July:
7.30pm

Using song and satire the play shows us the folly of our own inherent racism.

£10

(concs £8)

theatre

For the latest news, reviews and everything else going on at the Fringe read our blog at:
greater-manchester-fringe.blogspot.co.uk
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Grand Dame Theatre Company

Short Scenes About Manchester

Tribeca

24, 25 July: 8.00pm

Short Scenes about Manchester is exactly what it says on the tin.
£6 (concs £5)
Short scenes about life in Manchester.
theatre
It”s a show entirely based on events that have happened in
Manchester so it’s a purely organic experience. It”s about all that
it mean to be Mancunian, so be prepared to laugh, cry and be
enlightened.
This is a relaxed performance. Relaxed performances are open to everyone, but the environment
has been specifically adapted for those with an Autistic Spectrum Condition, individuals with
sensory and communication disorders, those with learning disabilities and anyone who would
benefit from a more relaxed environment.

Edward Day

Kings Arms: Theatre

Super Hamlet 64: Parody DLC

24, 25, 26 July: 9.00pm

An ocarina, a ukulele and a thirst for revenge: Lecoq trained Edward Day battles four decades of
videogame nostalgia in an explosion of Shakespeare, video projection and 16 bit mayhem. Exploring
our workaholic culture and addiction to technology, Hamlet drives himself to the brink of sanity in an
unending quest to kill his uncle and win at life.

£10

(concs £8)

physical theatre

Somewhere in the A.M.

Best friends. Confidantes. Bartenders.
J and Danny have known each other longer than they can
remember.
But as adult life delivers them blow after blow, can they
maintain their childhood friendship or is there too much water
under the bridge?
Somewhere in the A.M., a new play by Greg Saxton, is a story
of friendship, loyalty and nostalgia for the glory days of the
past.
And drinking.
With Matthew Pearce, Greg Saxton and Terence McGuire.
Written and directed by Greg Saxton.
“Truly original” — Not Part Of
“Excellent poetic delivery and an engaging wit” — Workshy Fop
Tribeca

26, 27, 28 July: 7.30pm
£6.00 (concs £5.00)
theatre

Manic Arts

The Little Creepers

Kings Arms: The Vaults

25, 26 July: 7.30pm

A one woman play about the trials and tribulations of a teenage schizophrenic in the 21st century.
Jenny is an eighteen year old girl who worries about boys, sex and the beast that she sees. We follow
Jenny through her journey to try and conquer her fears and tell her mother about the things she sees,
but as most people do - Jenny gets distracted.
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£8

(concs £5)

new writing

Grand Dame Theatre Company

Grand Dame Theatre Presents: The Dale Wingbottom
Experience
This Family Puppet Show is full of high energy characters that will leave you pleasantly entertained!
Meet Dale Wingbottom-AKA Mr Showbiz and friends as they sing songs, tell stories and play games
to keep little ones entertained! Adults go free when accompanying a child.

The Seven Oaks

26, 27, 28 July: 6.00pm
29 July: 12.30pm
£8
childrens

Play With Fire Productions

North of Providence / Contractions
This July, Play With Fire Productions bring a powerful double bill.. One, Contractions, an ink-black
comedy from Mike Bartlett about work and play. The second, North of Providence, a painful domestic
crisis between brother and sister, uncovering old wounds on the last day of their fathers’ life.

53two

26, 27, 28 July: 7.00pm
29 July: 4.00pm
7.00pm
£8
theatre

CSzUK

Auntie & Me
When Kemp receives a letter from an aunt who claims she is “old and dying”, he travels across the
country to pay her a visit; but she’s not going just yet...

Kings Arms: Theatre

26, 27, 28 July: 7.00pm
£8
theatre

Reviving Canadian writer Morris Panych’s dark and witty script, Auntie & Me is a delightful and
mordant black comedy about life, loss and loneliness.
Lowhurst Productions

Much Ado About Nothing
Following the sold out run of Twelfth Night at the Manchester Fringe, Lowhurst Productions returns
with their modernisation of Shakespeare’s classic about love, hate, trust, lust, friendship and betrayal.
Between the sparring of ex-lovers Benedick and Beatrice and the romance of the young Claudio and
Hero, what’s not to love?
Oleg Denisov

Digital Fart from the Neo-Archaic Futureland (Russia)
Is Putin’s Russia in fact a closer-than-it-looks, post-fact global future? Can it be avoided? And are we
really that different?

Salford Arts Theatre

26, 27 July: 7.30pm
£15

(concs £12)

theatre

Crown & Kettle

26, 27 July: 8.00pm
free
comedy

Manchester Fringe’s first Russian alternative comedian, Oleg, cuts to the cheese of information
politics. Subtle yet provocative stand-up in a structured show with a twist.
A Rude Awakening Production

Hetty The King (And Other Women I Have Loved)
The show is inspired by Hetty King (an emblematic, 20th century drag king), which embraces women
making connections across stages, in time. With song, music, and a bit of comedy, it is a story
intertwining family secrets with the history of male impersonation.

53two

27, 28, 29 July: 7.00pm
£9.50

(concs £8)

theatre

“Beautifully acted, sensitively directed and thoughtfully put together” ★★★★ — Fringe Guru
BARTON THEATRE COMPANY

2 Sparkling New Plays THE LONGEST DISTANCE
WAITING FOR ELVIS By Joan Breen. As friends laugh about their first adventure to find Elvis in
Germany, their secrets come alive in this funny and compelling play
MAYBE TOMORROW by Elaine McCann.Fay’s meeting herself coming back, Flynn isn’t sure how
long he has left and Lewis prefers the past

The Wonder Inn

27 July: 7.30pm
£5

(concs £4)

new writing

A short play about marathons, G.P.S. and Billy Fury.
Barefaced Theatre & Hemingway Productions

Ana

Kings Arms: Studio 1

27, 28 July: 9.00pm

Ana is a a multi-media based, live performance that reveals to the audience
what it is like to live with and suffer from anorexia. It is a hard-hitting, emotional comedy that hopes to
become for an audience the origin and instigation of conversations, especially for those who struggle
to talk about anorexia and other mental illnesses.

£8

(concs £5)

theatre

Follow us on Twitter @GMFringe #GMFringe
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Stolen Elephant Theatre

Shackles, The Boss
“For scientific discovery, give me Scott; for speed and

efficiency of travel, give me Amundsen; but when you are in a
hopeless situation, when you are seeing no way out, get down
on your knees and pray for Shackleton.” Raymond Priestley.
It’s October 1914 and Perce Blackborow thinks he’s in the right
place at the right time. The place is Buenos Aires. The time
is just days before Ernest Shackleton is to set sail from its’
harbour on his Imperial Trans-Antarctic Expedition.
Blackborow is a mere 18 years of age and dying to join his
fellow sailor, Able Seaman Bakewell, upon this ‘adventure’.
But due to his inexperience he is not hired. So, doing what any
young lad with a bit of spirit would do, he stows away on board.
A mere three days into the expedition he is discovered.
Shackles is NOT happy with him. He’s the first to be eaten
should the men have to turn to cannibalism.
Within 200 miles of Antarctica The Endurance gets trapped in
the ice pack. It remains trapped for 10 months, before being
crushed and sinking. To put it mildly, the 28 crew members are
in a tight spot. They have to camp out upon the drifting pack.
With nobody knowing where they are.
Was Blackborow really in the wrong place at the wrong time?

Kings Arms: Studio 1

27, 28, 29 July: 7.30pm
£5.00 (concs £4.00)
theatre

Blowfish Theatre

Boris - The Musical!
In these upsetting times, it’s important to have something to
laugh about. Hence, “Boris - The Musical!”, the satirical tale of
Britain’s finest politiclown. Watch the rise, fall and unfortunate
rise again of our new Foreign Secretary. Hear the (soon to
be) smash hits, “I’m talking about Brexit”, “Posh Lads” and
“BeLeave!” Be welcomed by Boris (and best friend Michael
Gove) into the Church of Brexit.
A blend of biography, Brexit farce, and songtastic satire, “Boris”
is the 5★ musical for people who don’t like musicals. We’ve got
punk, we’ve got pop, we’ve got gospel. Hell, we’ve even got a
sexy tango called “Me and My Johnson”.
As for Boris, don’t be surprised if you get to meet him or at
least touch his coat-tails in the foyer. After all, BoJo isn’t known
to be shy.
So come along and laugh your socks off for an hour at the state
of the world...before returning to your grim, unavoidable reality.
”5★ hilariously surreal political satire... GO SEE IT!” — Kat
Cowan, BBC Radio Sheffield
”A hilarious evening from a very talented cast” — The Star,
Sheffield
”Seriously funny! It should go nationwide.” — Mark Ansell, BBC
Look North

Z-arts Theatre

27, 28, 29 July: 8.00pm
£10.00 (concs £8.00)
musical
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Old Trunk

Fran & Leni

Kings Arms: Theatre

27, 28 July: 9.00pm
£10.00 (concs £8.00)
theatre

1976. Fran & Leni meet in a North London comp. Three years
later they are The Rips. Girls with guitars, bored of playing nice.
Music, sex, fishnets, tits and spitting. A two-girl escape from
everything sugar and spice.
’I was the punk. I was born punk. But she was my rock. The
only one I ever had.’
Fran & Leni provoked laughter and tears at Latitude and Edinburgh
with this full-throttle tale of escape and lifelong friendship.
“A bittersweet rampage … Profanity meets poetry … a
provocative, observational piece.” ★★★★ — The Stage
“Bittersweet story of two girls’ rebellion against the machine …
Laugh out loud funny … provocative … deeply sad, Fran & Leni
lives up to its feminist punk inspirations” ★★★★ — To Do List
“Brings the tale of two lost punk souls alive … Fran & Leni is a
darkly romantic comedy that is effortlessly delivered and full of
life.” — The F Word
Written by Award-winning writer Sadie Hasler. Directed by
Sarah Mayhew. With original music by Fi & Dave Dulake of The
Tuppenny Bunters and lyrics by Sadie Hasler
Fran & Leni is Old Trunk’s follow up to the critically acclaimed
Pramkicker Both plays are published by Bloomsbury Methuen
Drama.
People Zoo Productions

Planet Caravan
The GREATEST tour of the Universe in the Universe!
Planet Caravan is a brand new play that promises to entertain
the whole family. Featuring intergalactic adventure, original
songs and - you’ve guessed it - a caravan! Jump aboard this
wild journey through the stars and join the crew as they face
untold perils and challenges along the way.
Created by the award-winning company People Zoo
Productions, Planet Caravan will be making its debut at
Oldham Library as part of the Greater Manchester Fringe
Festival and Oldham Library’s ‘Open-Page’ Festival of new
writing.
All tickets available for £5. If bought online tickets are priced at
£3.75 with an additional booking fee charge of £1.25 bringing
the total to £5.00 per ticket.
Suitable for ages 6+
Oldham Library

28 July: 2.30pm, 7.00pm
29 July: 11.30am, 2.30pm
£3.75
childrens

Find us on Instagram @GMFringe #GMFringe
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Around the World in Eighty Notes

Around the World in Eighty Notes
Frankie is 8 and doesn’t like practicing the guitar. One day Frankie discovers a magical musical world
in a forgotten attic. Frankie meets instruments from around the world, who help to deal with life’s
problems. For humans aged 4+, this interactive diverse musical will have all the family joining in!

53two

28 July: 11.00am
1.00pm
£10

childrens

Mini humans up to 18 months go free!
dougie

Ad Dougie Douglas: Happy Birthday
Clarky!

(concs £8)

Kings Arms: The Vaults

28, 29 July: 7.30pm

£6 (concs £5)
Ad “Dougie” Douglas brings a spectacular show of comedy, fun, and
comedy
games to the King’s Arms with an intimate show prepared especially
for his supposed friend, “Clarky”. With his trademark haphazard
approach to light entertainment, this show is set to be filled with chaos, confusion and ‘jokes’.
“Brilliantly Bizarre ... Impossible to take your eyes off” — Cup Of Beans Comedy
“An oddball ... It wasn’t obvious if the audience were laughing with him or at him” — Notts
Comedy Review
“alrihgt guys hows it goin cant wait to do me comedy show for evreyone its gonna be gra8 time
please come to me comedy show bring youre friends evr” - Dougie. Dougie will be supported by
Sham Bodie’s compere and right brain, the charmingly uproarious Ben Tonge.
The Unnamed Theatre Company

Death and Dancing

Nexus Art Cafe

28, 29 July: 8.00pm

Written by Claire Dowie it is a conversation between he and she. She is determined to be anything
she wants to be. He is a little more reserved. This two-hander is a discussion about gender politics,
sexuality, education, society and life.

£8

(concs £7)

theatre

From one of the 1990s In Yer-Face-theatre writers, this production is presented by The Unnamed
Theatre Company

The Rabbit Hole with Iain Lee and Katherine Boyle
Iain Lee (11 O’Clock Show, Radio 4, talkRADIO) and Katherine Boyle (BBC Radio, talkRADIO) invite
you to join them in The Rabbit Hole, a prerecorded phone in podcast taped in front of a live studio
audience.

Kings Arms: Theatre

29 July: 1.00pm
£10
comedy

Nothing is planned and anything can happen. Take part by calling 0203 286 6370 or Skype
HeyRabbitHoleShow or follow us @HeyRabbitHole
Face to Face

And the Rope Still Tugging Her Feet

53two

29, 30 July: 4.00pm

Inspired by the 1984 Kerry Babies Trial, And the Rope Still Tugging
£8 (concs £7)
Her feet is a dark comic take on a time in Ireland when “the most
theatre
dangerous place to be in Ireland is is the mother’s womb”. Bishop
Joseph Cassidy.
Argus Angel Award Winner — Outstanding Theatre. Fringe Guru — Outstanding Theatre
(Nomination). “Moving, thought provoking show which leavens real-life tragedy with sharp,
observational humour.” The Stage. “Powerfully moving” — Joyce McMillan The Scotsman.
“Powerful and Illuminating” ★★★★★ — Reviews Hub. “The rate at which Burns Cooke can make
you laugh and bring you to tears is staggering.” ★★★★★ — Broadway Baby.
“Caroline Burns Cooke has written and performs a funny, life affirming piece that bristles with
humanity.” ★★★★★ — The Argus
LoveHard

LoveHard: Murdered by Murder
1934. Devon. Six old friends. Exposition. A small get-together at the household of Lord and Lady
Titan, Drenchblood Heights. Reason: A Murder Mystery Party. It promises to be the night of their lives.
By which we mean: the night of their, er, deaths.

Kings Arms: Theatre

29, 30 July: 7.30pm
£5

Best Show Finalists — Barry Awards, Edinburgh
‘Free Theatre Award’ winners — GW&SM, Brighton
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(concs £4.50)

comedy

Dirty White Boys

Dirty White Boys: Stupid
Sketch duo ‘Dirty White Boys’ are back in Manchester with a brand new show of top-notch skits.
Packed with their trademark silliness, expect everything from builders to bananas via sliced bread and
the mafia! One thing you can be sure of... it will be Stupid.

Kings Arms: Studio 1

29, 30 July: 9.00pm
£5
comedy

Best New Act — London Sketch Fest 2016
“On par with Mitchell and Webb” — The List
E.P.I.

That’s no way to say goodbye ... The words and music
of Leonard Cohen
The E.P.I. return with a look at the words and music of the iconic Leonard Cohen all presented in their
own inimitable style. That’s no way to say goodbye!

The Comedy Agency

Jo D’Arcy: D’Arcehole
Jo D’Arcy - “Funny bones and a clownish sensibility, a little like a female Rik Mayall” (Bruce Dessau);
“A formidable performer” (Steve Bennett, Chortle) - got called ALL the names in High School, then
went back to teach and got them all again, but none of them are as bad as the names she’s called
herself. Somehow though, she’s coming through it.
Manchester ADP

No Scripts Allowed!
Following the success of Manchester ADP’s “Scripts Aloud” — monthly evenings of script in hand
performances — we are excited to bring to you “No Scripts Allowed!”, four devised pieces, four teams
of actors and directors. An evening for ADP’s brilliant actors and directors to stretch their creative
muscles and devise a short play, in just one day.

Kings Arms: Theatre

29 July: 9.30pm
£7

(concs £5)

music

Kings Arms: Theatre

30 July: 9.00pm
£5

(concs £3)

comedy

Kings Arms: Theatre

31 July: 7.30pm
£5
theatre

TAKING PART
Want to take part in the 2018 Greater Manchester Fringe?

It’s open to anyone who wants to get involved.
If you’ve ever wanted to ... put on a show, write, direct, form a band together, hold an art
exhibition, perform a comedy show, hold a debate, run a quiz, perform some mime, sprint
around Manchester with an audience following you, put on a show in your car, become
a impressionist or a drag queen, re-write Hamlet and make it 30 minutes long in Manc
accents, do a shadow puppet play, perform some magic, read out your poems to an
audience and in general just try something new, meet fellow performers and get involved
with the grass roots arts scene in Manchester ... then we are the people to contact!
Send your questions to gmfringe@gmail.com.
Applications for the 2018 Fringe — which will run from 1st to 31st July 2018 — will open
on 1st December 2017 at www.greatermanchesterfringe.co.uk.
If you’re a venue in Greater Manchester and you’d like to get involved next year then get
in touch with us too, the more the merrier!

Vertigo have been around a long time but normally avoid festivals. This one however is so inclusive and
so important that we had to be a part of it. We had an amazing time, our show sold out and we won an
award which has helped us book further tour dates for our play. It’s essential that this festival becomes
as big as it can since the wealth of talent on the fringe scene in Manchester is huge. The organisers are
brilliant and we could not have asked for a better experience and we will be returning in 2017. We Met great
folks during the fringe and forged exciting working relationships. This is THE festival that Manchester needs.
Craig Hepworth
Writer, director and owner of Vertigo Theatre Productions
The best thing I ever did was get involved with the Greater Manchester Fringe and their support and
encouragement enabled me to put my first show on in 2013 ... This for me is where it all really started
... Since then I have appeared on many BBC Radio shows, been commissioned by the BBC, supported
Sleaford Mods and The Fall plus appeared at several major festivals including Kendal Calling and Festival
No6 where not only did I perform my own show I also performed as part of another show with Johnny Vegas
and Ricky Tomlinson. None of this would have happened had I not been encouraged and supported back in
2013 by the Greater Manchester Fringe to put a show on. Thank you.
J B Barrington, Poet

With a dull and dominant mainstream, a fringe should always be encouraged. A city that has been the
birthplace of some of the greatest alternative poets, bands, comedians and painters should be encouraging
the odd and the different to create, and it is with the Manchester Fringe, brilliantly so. Some of my favourite
spaces to play have been the corners and attics found for the Manchester Fringe.
Robin Ince
Comedian

The Greater Manchester Fringe is a fantastic place for performers producers and writers to showcase
their talent. It’s so important to have an open access Fringe in a city where people can try out their ideas in
a supportive environment. Too often artists get told ‘no’ and the fringe never does that, it just helps to makes
things happen allowing artists to thrive and develop. Long may it continue!
Shobna Gulati
Actress

VENUES
53two
8 Albion Street M1 5NZ
Alan Turing Memorial
Sackville Gardens,
Sackville Street M1 3HB
Bar Pop
10 Canal Street M1 3EZ
Cross Street Unitarian Chapel
Cross Street M2 1NL
Crown & Kettle
2 Oldham Road M4 5FE
Eagle Inn
18 Collier Street M3 7DW
Friends Meeting House
6 Mount Street M2 5NS
Guide Bridge Theatre
Audenshaw Road M34 5HJ
Gullivers Lounge
109 Oldham Street M4 1LW
Hope Mill Theatre
113 Pollard Street M4 7JA
International Anthony Burgess
Foundation
Engine House
Chorlton Mill
3 Cambridge Street M1 5BY
Jimmy’s
12 Newton Street M1 2AN
Kings Arms
11 Bloom Street M3 6AN
LGBT Foundation
5 Richmond Street M1 3HF
Lincoln Statue
Brazennose Street M2 5LF

Manchester Central Library
St Peters Square M2 5PD
The Met
Market Street
Bury BL9 0BW
Nexus Art Cafe
2 Dale St M1 1JW
Oldham Library
Greaves Street
Oldham OL1 1AL
The Ruby Lounge
28-34 High Street
Northern Quarter M4 1QB
Salford Arts Theatre
Kemsing Walk
off Liverpool St M5 4BS
The Seven Oaks
5 Nicholas Street M1 4HL
Stockport Train Station
Grand Central Way
Stockport SK3 9HZ
Tribeca
50 Sackville St M1 3WF
Twenty Twenty Two
The Basement, 20 Dale Street M1 1EZ
Via
30 Canal Street M1 3EZ
Waterside Arts Centre
1 Waterside Plaza, Sale M33 7ZF
The Wonder Inn
29 Shudehill M4 2AF
Z-arts
335 Stretford Road M15 5ZA

HOW TO BOOK TICKETS
Online

Visit www.greatermanchesterfringe.co.uk to book tickets for all performances. There is a booking
fee of £1.25 on each ticket. It’s annoying but it could be a lot worse, try not to moan about it.

In person

If a show isn’t sold out you can buy tickets in cash on the door from the venue from 30 minutes before
the show is due to start. Some venues will have proper box offices with proper staff who look smart
and know what’s going on. Other venues will have actors running round like headless chickens semi
naked holding some change in a glass shouting ‘OMG I can’t even add up’.
It’s all part of the Fringe experience.

Up-to-date information

Sometimes the programme changes after we have gone to print. We try and make it accurate as we
can but you just don’t know what’s going to happen. What with Brexit negotiations still pending at the
time of going to print by the time the Fringe happens we might have
1. A new government
2. Half the performers re-patriated
3. Nuclear war
Then there’s the other stuff that happens like theatre companies all falling out with each other or dying
or being committed.
So we always recommend you visit our website www.greatermanchesterfringe.co.uk for the most up
to date information.

CONNECTIONS
@gmfringe
facebook.com/gmfringe
#gmfringe2017

www.greatermanchesterfringe.co.uk

